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Abstract-The induct;d fields, currents, and power absorbed by spheri• fields, currents, and power absorbed- by spherical models of 

cal models of humans/ or animals when exposed to extremely low fre• 
quency (ELF) electrojnagnetic fields are calculated. Spherical models· h~mans and ~imals are calculated for typical ELF fields ol 

can be expected to provide values of the right order of magnitude. The either a Sangume antenna or an EHV /UHV transmission line ... 

induced fields are a sum of the quasistatic solutions for a sphere irradi; - The simple sphere model can be expected to produce results · 

ated by a unifonn electric and magnetic field. Calculations are provided only to within an order of magnitude. 

-=,._, f~r ELF fields emanating from the proposed Navy's Sanguine antenna . , . ~ij ~d extra hlgh voltage (E~)/~ltra hlgh voltage (UHV) transrniss~· _ ANALYTICAL SOLUTION , . 
/ Imes proposed by the utility mdustrY. The question of biological . . . - · 

hazards from exposure to fields of these systems is also considered. ~hen consi~enng ELF electroma~etic field interaction with 
obJects . the size of humans or arumals, shapes are relatively 

INTRODUCTION unimportant because of the extremely large wavelength {2500 

RECENTLY, the biological impact of7xtremely low fre- -mi) of~ ELF field. For exam_ple, :le~trostatic caJculati~ns of 

quency (ELF) (30-300 Hz) radiation has been ques- a spheroid model of a man yield mtemal field strengths be

tioned [1], [2]. The greatest public attention has been fo. tween two-thirds and four times th<;>se of a sphere model (5], 

cused upon the Navy's Project Sanguine; and the extremely depending on the orientation of the external electric field. -

high voltage (EHV)/ultra high voltage (UHV) transmission The simpler sphere model is, therefore, chosen for the analysis 

lines proposed by the electric utility industry. To allay the presented here and it can be expected that a sphere model will 

fears of the public, the biological effects of ELF fields emanat- predict values with the same order of magnitude as that of a 

ing from the Sanguine antenna has received considerable atten- spheroid. The dielectric properties of the biological objects 

tion and funding under ~he auspices of the Department of De- are assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic with values simi

fense. The electrical power industry has likewise recognized lar to that of muscle tissue. The effects ofother tissue such as 

its obligation in this regard, and through research programs of fa~ or skin could be considered by a model in which the 

various individual companies are seeking answers to both mani- muscle sphere is surrounded by concentric layers of fat and 

fested and potential problems of EHV/UHV power lines. The skin. Since these external layt1rs would serve only to reduce 

Navy [3] is responsible for the Department of Defense project, internal' field strengths, they are not dealt with in this paper. · 

while the Electric Power Research Institute [4] has the re- - The induced electric field inside a dielectric sphere, whose 

sponsibility to· coordinate and direct the public utilities' radius is much smaller than the wavelength of the applied field, 

programs. , can be shown (8] to be a sum of the quasistatic solutions for a 

In 'order to help assess the environmental impact of these · sphere irradiated by a unifonn electric and magnetic field. 

systems, it is felt_ that the question of how much energy is Drawing upon those results, it is straightforward to show that 

absorbed by humans or animals . situated near the radiatino the general solution is given by 
. 0 

structures should ?e answ:red as quantitatively as possible. A __ [3£
0 

jw _. _] _. · 

number_ of an~lr,_tical studies have been reported in the litera- . E - -e- + 2 (B0 X r) e ,wt 

ture (for example, see [5] .:.[7]) which address this question; · T 

however, they only consider electric field coupling which where · 

diminish their usefulness since, as will be shown, magnetic 

field coupling is just as important. This paper presents an ap

proach which considers both electric and magnetic field coup-

;;J ling by employing a quasistatic approximation. The induced 

er 2 + edee 
Ee external relative complex dielectric constant· 
-~ e; + ie7 :::: sphere relative complex dielectric .constant 
E O external electric field 
B0 external magnetic field 

(I) 
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r xx + yy + zz:::: position vector measured from the center 

of the sphere. 
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The first term, designated the quasistatic electric term, corre-
sponds to the solution for a uniform electric field impressed 
on the sphere, and is identical to the electrostatic solution for 
a dielectric sphere. The second term is called the quasistatic 
magnetic term, and is. analogous to the solution obtained from 
Faraday's Law: f E · di= jw f B · dA. The assumption of uni• 
form applied fields is' valid if variations occur over distances 
which are large in comparison to the size of the sphere. If the 

_ external fields are not uniform, the largest value is taken in 
order to assure a worst-case limit for internal field strengths. 

__ The current density induced in the sphere is obtained from 

l=aE (2) 
. . ~ 

where a= we0 e'! is the electrical conductivity. 
- Integrating the average power density ( a I£ 12/2) over the 
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sphere volume, givesJhe total power absorbed by the sphere as Frequency <Hzl 

:J' [ i 2] Fig. 1. Dielectric properties of brain material. 

P=½ a 4; ·-.. 1:!f2 ~ 0.4 (W~oa) ' • (3) - - TABLE l . . .- -_ . _. 

I • TYPICAL EARTH-SURFACE FiELDS ,.·. "·::· .. 

where a is the sphere radius; £ 0 and B0 are the magnitudes of_ -====================== 
. the external electric and magnetic field. Note that the total 
absorbed power is also a ~um of the quasistatic electric and 
magnetic components. · 

If the exterior medium is air (ee = 1), er ~ Ej in lieu of the 
fact that the dielectric constant of tissues is large at low fre- _ 
"quencies .. From values presented in [8], the dielectric proper
ties of brain material as a function of frequency are plotted in 
Fig. 1. Since order of magnitude calculations are being made, 
it is appropriate to _ neglect muscle tissue anisotropy below 
1 kHz. It is, therefore, assumed, in accordance with [8], the 
dielectric constants for muscle tissue are approximately related 
to those of brain tissue by 

!.£_ = Eb (2450) ~ 
0

_
65 

Em Em (2450) 
(4) 

where Eb (2450) and Em (2450) are the values for brain and 
--muscle at 2450 MHz, as given by [8] or (9] . 

--- .. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

The calculations presented in this section will be for muscle 
spheres of various_ sizes .. For instance, a man weighing 70 kg is 
represented approximately by a 26-cm radius muscle sphere, 
while a 1.7-cm radius sphere is used to correspond to a 20-g 
mouse. The induced field, induced current density, and ab
sorbed -power are calculated for sphere mod_els located near a 
Sanguine antenna and an EHV/UHV transmission line. The 
external electric an.d magnetic field are assumed to be oriented 
in the x and y direction, respectively. Typical field strengths, 
along with the ~ppropriate references, are summarized in 
Table I. - . '\ -

First, consider the relative importance of the quasistatic elec
tric and magnetic terms when the exterior medium is air and 
(1) is evaluated along the z axis, i.e., 

_ [3£0 jwB0 z] -,·wt E- --+-- e . 
.;s E; 2 

(5) 

Fig. 2 shows the magnitude of the two terms for various ap
plied field strengths. The results of Fig. 2 delineate an impor-

1) Sanguine antenna 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the _electric and magnetic terms of the induced 
60-Hz electric field along the z axis of a sphere. _ · 

tant fact; namely, sphere size plays a major role in the relative 
significance of the applied electric and magnetic fields in pro
ducing an induced electric field inside the sphere. For ex
ample, with £ 0 = 10 V/m and B0 = 0.001 gauss, it is seen that 
electric field coupling dominates for a mouse-sized sphere, but 
that magnetic field coupling dominates for a spherical model 
ofa man. 

Figs. 3-5 show plots of the induced electric field and current 
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Fig. 3. Electric field and-'current distributions along the x and z axes of 

a sphere above a Sanguine antenna cable. The distributions along the 

· y axis are negligl"ble since magnetic coupling dominates. · 
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. Fig. 4. Electric field and current distributions along the x, y, and z 
axes of a sphere above the ground terminals of a Sanguine antenna. 
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Fig. 5. Electric field . and current distributions along the x, y,. and z 
· axes of ii°)phere be~eath an EHV transmission. . 

density inside various sized spheres for the applied fields of 

Table I. The f~llowing trends should be noted. 

1) Maximum field intensity always occurs at the sphere's 

;;, edge. 
2) At the sphere's center, the induced field is due solely to 

the electric term. 
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3) Magnetic coupling dominates for all biologically sized 

spheres located above the Sanguine antenna cable. Above 

the ground terminals, electric field coupling dominates 

for mouse-sized spheres, but magnetic field coupling is 

more important for objects the size of humans. 

4) Beneath an EHV trarismission line, electric field coupling 

dominates for biological objects smaller than man, but 

magnetic field coupling is on the same order of magni

tude as electric field coupling for man. and l;i.rge animals. 

Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the absorbed power as a function of 

sphere size. No curve is presented for case l(b) of Table I, · 

because Fig. 6 is representative of that case $0. It is readily 

observe(i that power absorption in various biological objects 

differs ;i.ccording to their sizes, i.e., the larger the object, the 

more power absorbed. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

ELF coupling to spherical model~ of humans and animals has 

been presented in a rather thorough fashlon. Barring some yet 

unknown mechanism for ELF field interaction with biological 

,· -system~, the small values calculated for the induced current 

· density and energy absorbed by the spherical models indicate 

it is unlikely that either Saqguine antenna or EHV /UHV trans-. 

mission line fields would present !I- biological hazard to humans 

. or animals. · It is important to point out, however, that the 

analysis presented here does not consider the case of an animal 

or human in good contact with the earth. Consequently, the 

above statement should· not be construed as to rule outthe 

possibility that hazardous step potentials [ 13] could be gener-

,. ated by either of the two systems. 

The relationship of induced current densities with cellular · 

membrane current densities is important when considering .· 

whether or not there is a biological hazard due to electromag

netic irradiation. For example, the most apparent electrical 

hazards at low frequencies such as painful exposure, loss of 

muscular control, and fibrillation arise from excitation. of 

.cellular membranes [5]. To demonstrate quantitatively that 

the calculated induced current density is below that needed to 

excite a neural membrane, we model human nervous tissue as 

a collection of hollow cylinders immersed in a conducting 

fluid. The induced transmembrane potential at ELF frequen-

cies can be written as [14] . -

. J 
6V=b-'

g 
(6) 

where b is an expression which is a function of neural di~meter,. 

neural membrane conductance, packing density, and the con

ductivity of the extra- and intracellular fluid; g is the mem

brane conductance; and J is the current density as given by (2) 

and henceforth designated as the body current density. Fig. 8 . 

shows a plot of the ratio 6 V/J versus neural diameter for 

nervous tissue with a 0.6 packing density: The two values for 

g represent a passive membrane (g = 0:001 mho/cm2) and an 

excited membrane (g = 1 mho/cm2
); in general, g would have 

a value between those extremes. In ord~r to influence neural 

activity, induced voltages in the millivolt range are required 

[5]; as seen from Fig. 8, this would require induced body cur-
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Fig. 6. Absorbed power for various sized. spheres above. a S;mguine 
antenna cable. 
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Fig. 7. Absorbed power for various sized spheres below an EHV trans-
mission line. · · 

rent densities in the 10-3 A/cm2 range.· From Figs. 3-5 we 
observe that for a man-siz~d sphere, maximum calculated 
body current densities are around 10-s A/cm2

, or at least five 
orders of magrtjtu~de below 'that needed to influence neural 
activity. These·results agree fairly well with that of [5], who 
used a different model for nervous tissue. 

The absorbed pov,:er curves of Figs. 6 and 7 can be compared 
with the human basal metabolic rate; For example, human 
metabolic heat production is estimated at about 4 X I 0-4 cal/gs 
for an assumed 2500 calorie diet. Converting the predicted .,,. . 
absorbed power from either Fig. 6 or 7 into the proper units 
for a 70-kg man, yields as the average heating produced by an 
ELF field a value of about 10-15 cal/gs, many orders of magni
.t"d"' h,,,Jou~.t..<>hnlii-. .nrt~ ~- ~------- __ 
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Fig. 8. Transmembrll!le potential normalized with respect . to. body 
current density when the nervous tissue is represented as a collection 
of hollow cylinders immersed in a conducting flui~. 
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Th~ above. findings for humans can be summarized as follovis. 
l(a) Current density threshold needed for neural activity• · 

. l"0-3 A/ 2 . .. . • . ·. · _,.cm. 
I (b) · Maximum current density induced by Sanguine. fields 

. 10• A/cm2 . 

l(c) Maximum current density induced by EHV transmission 
line fields · . " 10'-8 A/cm2 

2(a) Typical metabolic heat .production·. 
4 X I 0-4 cal/gs -

2(b) Sanguine induced.heat production . 
· ·. 4 X 10.:.16 cal/gs 

2(c) EHV transmission line induced heat production 
4 X 10.,.1~ cal/gs 

Thus, based on the validity of the spherical models, it is 
clearly seen that neither a Sanguine antenna or m EHV tra.ns- · 
mission line produce body current density or body heat levels · 
that are large enough to interfere with normal biological func
tions of the human body. However, these results shoulci be ex
perimentally verified, perhaps using phantom models .. · 11 
would also be useful to develop more advanced mathematical 
models of biological objects by employing numerical tech
niques such as the method of moments [15] or firiite differ
ence procedures [16], which in principle are not restricted to 
elementary shapes such as spheres or spheroids. 
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